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THE DISTANCE TO THE ANALYTIC TOEPLITZ
OPERATORS

BY

KENNETH R. DAVIDSON

The algebra ’(H) of all analytic Toeplitz operators is a reflexive,
maximal abelian subalgebra of (H2). Thus there are three natural measures
of how far an operator A is from ’(H), namely

d(A) inf IIA Thll,
hH

$(a)-- sup IlaZh Thall
h H, Ilhll -1

and

fl(A) sup IIPAPII
inner

where P, TT* is the orthogonal projection onto any invariant subspace of
7"(H). It is immediate that all three of these measures vanishes precisely on
’(H). It will be shown that they are comparable. More precisely"

THEOREM 1. Let A belong to ,(H2). IfA is lower triangular,

fl(A) < d(A) < 8(A) < 2d(A) < 18fl(A).

In general,

1/2d(A) < 8(A) 2d(A) and (A) < d(A) < 19fl(A).

THEOREM 2. Let " be a unital, weak* closed subalgebra of Toeplitz
operators. Then for any A in (H2),

d(a, 27") < 39sup{llP+/-APII P Lat
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Let L2 denote the space of Lebesgue square integrable functions on the unit
circle, and let H2 be the dosed span in L2 of the polynomials. Given a
bounded, measurable function f on the circle (f L), let My be the
bounded operator given by (Mfh)(x) f(x)h(x). The Toeplitz operator of f
is the operator on H2 given by Tf= Pn2Tfln2. The subalgebra of L of all
functions with all negative Fourier coefficient equal to zero is H.
The Toeplitz operator T is unitarily equivalent to the unilateral shift. The

weak* dosed algebra it generates is 7"(H)--(Th: h H }, which is
precisely (A: AT TA)= (T)’. Beurling’s Theorem describes the in-
variant subspaces of T as { oH2:0 are inner} where an inner function is.an
dement 0 in H such that Itol 1 in L. A theorem of Sarason [10] shows
that

..’(H) (r: TH c_ H for all to inner}.

See [5] for an exposition of these ideas.
A reflexive algebra " with the property that d(A, ..q’) < C supllP APII as

P runs over the orthogonal projections onto the invariant subspaces of " is
called hyper-reflexive [2]. For example, nest algebras [1], nice von Neumann
algebras [3], and abelian, unital weak* dosed algebras of normal operators [9]
are hyper-reflexive. However, not all reflexive algebras have this property [6],
and even reflexive algebras with commutative subspace lattice need not by
hyper-reflexive [4].

Sarason [10] showed that every unital, weak* dosed algebra of Toeplitz
operators is reflexive. R. Olin and J. Thomson raised the question of whether
-(H) is in fact hyper-reflexive (personal conversation), and indeed it is. In
the case of von Neumann algebras, Christensen [3] noted the relation between
the derivation estimate and the subspace estimate/3. This plays a crucial role
here.

First we collect the well known estimates.

LEMMA 3. Let " be an algebra of operators, and let 27"’ be its commutant.
Let A be any operator. Then

and

sup IIP’APII < d(A, ’)
P Lat "

sup
B", IIBII 1

IIAB- BAll 2d(A, .’).

Let P be a projection onto an invariant subspace of ,T’. For any T

IIP’APII liP +/- (a T)PII IIh TII.
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So the first estimate follows. Given B in q" and T in ’,

IlAB BAll II(A- T )B B (A T)ll-<

so the second estimate follows.

Thus fl(A) < d(A) and 8(A) < 2d(A). One more estimate is easy.

LEMMA 4. For A in ,(H2), fl(A) < 8(A).

Proof Every invariant projection of ’(H) has the form P T,oT* for
some inner function 0. Since To* takes toll2 isometrically onto H2,

IIPAPII IIPATII IIP(TA- aZ)ll < (A).

Now take the supremum over all inner functions.

It will be convenient to verify that the situation is ideal for Toeplitz
operators. Let P, P,, denote the projection onto zH2.

LEMMA 5. For f in L, d(T/) fl(T/) 8(T/) d(f, H).

Proof. By Nehari’s Theorem [5], d(Tf)= d(f, H) --IIn/I where H/ is
the Hankel operator PnAM/Pn2 as an operator from H2 to H2 +/-. A moment’s
thought reveals that lIP,+/- TPII IIHP,+/- II, Hence

fl(T/) _< d(T) IIH/II lim IIH/P,-II lim lIP,,-L T/P,I <_ fl(Tf).

So fl(T/) d(T/). Then if h belongs to H and llhll oo < I,

So d(T/) fl(T/) 8(T/) < d(T/).

The next portion of our proof relies on the following result of Arveson [1,
Prop. 5.2].

PROPOSITION A. There is a linear projection r of .[(H2) onto the space of
Toeplitz operators ( Tf: f L } such that:

(1) ,r(I) I and IIrll 1.
(2) ,r(ThA) ,r(ATh) r(A)Th for all A in (H2), h H.
(3) r(A) belongs to the weak* closed convex hull of { T*AT,, n > N }.
(4) IfA is lower triangular, ,r(A) belongs to q’(H).
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Remark. Although (3) is not stated in Prop. 5.2. of [1], it is a consequence
of the proof of Props. 5.1 and 5.2.

LEMMA 6. For A in (H2), d(rr(A)) < fl(A) and [IA ,r(A)l _< 8(A).

Proof. Let a be an inner function. By property (3),

Hence by Lemma 5, d(er(A)) fl(rt(A)) < fl(A). Likewise,

IIa- *r(a)ll-< suplla- T*.AT.II
n

supllZ* (Z.A aTz.)ll

_< E]

COROLLARY 7. lfA is lower triangular, d(A) < 8(A). In general,

Proof If A is lower triangular, property (4) guarantees that ,r(A) belongs
to ’(H). So d(A) < IIa r(a)ll -< 8(a) by Lemma 6. In general,

d(h) <_ IIh- r(h)ll + d(,r(a), ’(n)) <_ (a) + (a)

by Lemmas 5 and 6. t3

LEMMA 8. Let A belong to (H2). If r(A) 0 or A is lower triangular,
then d(A) < 9fl(A). In general, d(A) < 19fl(A).

Proof If A is lower triangular, then ,r(A) belongs to r(HOO). So A can be
replaced by A -r(A), and thus one can assume ,r(A)--0. By part (3) of
Proposition A, if ,r(.A) 0, then 0 belongs to the weak* dosed convex hull of
(Tz*.ATz. }. Assuming A 0, normalize so that Ilall--1. By Lemma 6,
d(a) < Ilall 1 < 8(a).

Fix e > 0. Choose an integer N and a unit vector x---P x so that
IIAxll > 1 e. Replace N by a larger integer if necessary so that

IIP Ax II > 1 e, IIPhxll < and IIPh*axll < .
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Let y II PI Axll-Xp Ax. By hypothesis, 0 belongs to the convex hull of

{(T*.AT.x, y), n > N }.

So choose an integer n > N so that Re(Az"x, z"y) < e.
Let 0 < a < 1, and let o be the inner function

a -zn

to= 1-az"
=a- (1-a -) a-’.

kl

And let/’ be the unit vector (analogous to a kernel function) given by

/’= (1 aZ)x/2 Y’. akz k"

k-0

For 0 < < n and j > 0, one readily obtains that (z t, tozy) 0. Thus z is
orthogonal to toll2 for 0 < < n. For notational convenience, set b (1
a2)x/2. Consider the unit vectors

and

tox ax b2 , ak-lgknx
k-1

ax bez"x
ax b2znx ab,’(zZnx

y b akT, kny by + a,tz"y by + abzny + a27,2n,’(y.
k-O

The latter function is a unit vector because the sum is an orthogonal direct
sum. Since/’y belongs to the span of (zt, 0 _< < N }, it follows that /’y is
orthogonal to toll2. Thus

/(A) >_ IIPAPo II_
l( aox, Cy )

>-I(Aax, by) (Ab2z"x, abz’y) -I(Aax, aCz"y)

-[(Ab,ez"x, by) -I(Ab’z"x, a2ey) -[(Aab,ez2"x, abz’y)
> (ab(1 e) ab3e) (a211P,,Axll + b211P,,A*Yll + a2b + a2b2)

ab(1 a- ab) + O(e).

Now let e tend to zero, and take a 1/4 to obtain fl(A)> 1/9. Thus
d(A) < 9fl(A).
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For a general A in ,(H2),

a(a) _< a(a -.(a)) +
9(a .(a)) + (.(a))

< 9fl(a) + 10/3(r(A))
19().

Proof of Theorem 1. Let A be lower triangular. By Lemmas 3 and 8,
fl(A) < d(A) < 9fl(A). By Corollary 7 and Lemma 3, d(A) < 8(A) < 2d(A).
For general A, the same lemmas yield fl(A) <_ d(A) < 19B(A), and 1/28(A) <
d(A) < $(A) + fl(A). By Lemma 4, d(A) < 2(A). rn

Now we turn to the second theorem. In Olin and Thomson’s paper [8], they
remark that their first theorem has a simple proof in the case of the unilateral
shift based on Szego’s Theorem:

PROPOSITION B. Let q be a weak* continuous functional on ’(H). Given
> O, there are vectors x andy in H2 such that Ilxll Ilyll < (1 / )1111 so that

q)(Th) (ThX, y) for all h in H.
Theorem 2 will follow from this general result.

LF.MM 9. Let ’ be a hyper-reflexive algebra with distance constant C1.
Suppose that every weak * continuous functional on , there are vectors x and
y with Ilxll IlYll -< C211qll such that q(A)= (Ax, y) for A in z’. Then every
unital, weak * closed subalgebra of s’ is hyper-reflexive with constant CI + C2
+ CC2.

Proof Let N be a unital, weak* dosed subalgebra of . For T in N(o’),
let d(T) d(T, ) and

B(T) sup(liP TPII ’ Lat N }.

Then d(T, ) < Cxsup( liP +/- TPII: P Lat } < Cxfl(T). Let A belong to
such that liT- All CxB(T).
By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is a weak* continuous linear func-

tional q on of norm one which annihilates N such that q(A) d(A, ).
Let x and y be vectors in , so that Ilxll IlYll < C2 and q(A) (Ax, y) for
A in ’. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto the invariant subspace ’-.
Since q annihilates , Px x and P +/-y---y. Thus

B(A) >_ lip +/-APII >-
I(ax, y)l

II x II IlY II > Ci- d(h, ).
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Now fl(A) _< fl(T) + fl(A T) < (C + 1)fl(T). Hence

d(T) <_ liT-All + d(A, ) < (C + C2 + C1C2)fl(T). rn

Remark. This result can be reformulated in terms of subspaces. To do this,
compare with Larson’s paper [7].

Proof of Theorem 2. If TTs TsTy Ts, then f and g both belong to
either H or H. So any algebra " consisting solely of Toeplitz operators is
either contained in 7"(H) or ’(-). So the proof is now immediate from
Theorem 1, Proposition B, and Lemma 9. rn

Now we give some examples to show that the inequalities of Theorem 1 are
strict. Let P be the rank one projection onto the constants. Then

fl(P) < d(P) d(P, CI) 1/2,

) sup lip +/- ThPII liP TPII 1.
Ilhll_<l

Taking

1/V" z z

1 z/v
and x= E_ /-k+

k 0 ?z

then/’ P/’, so

>_ I(P , *)1 1/2.

So

fl(P) d(P) 1/26(P).

If T/is a Toeplitz operator with f not in H, by Lemma 5, fl(Tf) d(Tf)
(T).
Let D be the diagonal matrix D diag(1, 1, 0, 0,... ). As above, d(D)

d(O, CI) 1. Thus 6(3) < 2, and II(DT- TD)lll 2; so 6(3) 2. It
will be shown that fl(D) < 1. If to is inner, then

w a + bz + z2h and lal 2 + Ibl 2 < 1.

Let x be a unit vector in toll2. Then

x cw + dtoz + fz2= ac + (bc + ad)z +

where c, d are scalars and f belongs to H2. So

Dx ac- (bc + ad)z.
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To maximize IIP DPoxlI, one may assume Icl 2 + Idl 2= 1. Now (Dx, toz n)
=0forn> 2, and

(Dx, o) [a[c- (bc + ad), (Dx, toz) -5(bc + ad).

Thus

IIP DPooll- tat2 + Ibl- (lal- Ibl2)- labl,
IIPDP,ozlI2= lal- labl- lal 4--- lal2(1- lal Ibl2).

Fix b and maximize both terms over a, to obtain

lIPiD*0112 < { 1/4 + 21bl2 1/4lbl’, 0 Ibl 2 _< }
21bl2(1 Ib12), 1/2 _< Ibl 2_< 1

and

Thus by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,

D(c + a z)ll=

(Icl IIP D011 + lal IIP Dozll)

1/2+ Ibl 2-1/21bl4<
< 1 + 101bl 2- lllbl 4 9

4 -<3--

if0< Ibl 2-}

if} < Ibl 2<1.

Hence fl(D) < 3/1 < d(D).
I do not known any example for which 8(T) < d(T).

Added in proof. J. Kraus and D. Larson, Reflexivity and distance estimates,
Proc. London Math. Soc. (to appear) also prove Lemma 9 (their Theorem 3.3).
They explicitly raise the question resolved in this paper (Problem 3.8).
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